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Welcome
to our enormous 244-page catalogue for 
2022, which contains a whopping 169 new 
items, together with our fantastic assortment 
of established products. Despite all the 
challenges of 2021, I am proud to say that our 
sales to the trade will exceed the incredible 
result of 2020, which will make it our tenth 
year of consecutive growth. We have also 
made big investments to improve both 
availability and service levels, which are now 

Thank you for your continued support during 
such a challenging period and we look 
forward another year of mutual growth  
in 2022.

Some of the highlights include;

Children’s Puzzles
We are launching 36 new items including 
superb images within properties such as 
Bluey, The Gruffalo, Paw Patrol, Disney 
Frozen II, Disney Winnie the Pooh, Marvel 
Avengers and Marvel Spider-Man, plus new 
properties to us; Scooby-Doo, Room on the 
Broom, Minions The Rise of Gru movie and 
Star Wars The Mandalorian. There will also 
be several additions to our generic range 
from 100 to 300 pieces.

Adult Puzzles
For the first time we are now selling more 
Adult puzzles than Children’s, which is due to 
the fabulous combination of local and 
international sourced images and our 
exceptional reputation from consumers for 
consistent quality. There are an incredible 84 
new adult designs in this catalogue. We have 
an outstanding offer for all interest groups, 
including nostalgia, humour, pets, 
landscapes, challenges and licenses. We 
have invested heavily in new manufacturing 
capacity so we expect much better 
availability across our range in 2022.

3D Puzzles
We are launching 9 new items in the Spring, 
including the return of our hugely successful 
shaped Minions, plus new Pokémon and 
Miraculous items.

GraviTrax 
In GraviTrax there are 2 new Extensions in 
the Spring, then at London Toy Fair in 
January we look forward to showing you an 
amazing new dimension to this concept.

Games
We plan to further increase our Games 
business with a Disney Villainous 
Expandalone, a super new Disney Villains 
Labyrinth and new 6-in-1 games for Paw 
Patrol and Minions. There will also be a 
relaunch of our Classic memory® brand, 
with a re-introduction of the original larger 
format game. Within ThinkFun, we have 8 
great new introductions including Block 
Chains and Prime Climb.

CreArt
We soft launched our fantastic new range of 
CreArt Painting by Numbers products this 
year with good results and fantastic 
consumer reviews. In some markets we have 
run strong TV campaigns on this line and the 
sales have been astonishing. So we plan a 
major Spring Summer TV campaign, and we 
would really recommend and appreciate 
your support for this new brand.

BRIO
Our sales are currently running 20% ahead of 
2020 and we plan further growth in 2022. 
There is a new Smart Tech Sound Danger 
Crossing and a very creative Sticker Train 
that children can decorate themselves. We 
have a new Container Crane and introduce 
height into the system with an Ascending 
Curves Track Pack. For Disney fans we have 
added the beautiful Snow White to our 
assortment. For the toddlers, we have a 
fabulous My First Railway Light Up Rainbow 
Set and a Push and Go Truck, plus a Musical 
Flute and Tambourine.

We hope that you see plenty of products to 
inspire you within our biggest ever catalogue 
and send best wishes to you and your teams 
for a happy, healthy and successful 2022.

Tim Hall 
Managing Director
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Product details

GraviTrax Extension Classification

Age Puzzle size New

Number of players 3D Puzzle size UK Developed

Average playing time 3D Puzzle diameter Parts included

Box size Game board size Difficulty level

Piece count Canvas size

Starter – 
Launch your track or add 
more marbles

Tricks – 
Practise your trick shots

Best Sellers – 
Top performers in the range

Levels – 
Move up or down a level 
with flair

Speed – 
Add momentum 

Products offered are subject to availability. Measurements quoted are approximate. Images my differ slightly from those 
shown, particularly where products were still under development when this catalogue went to print, and/or where products 
are subject to licensor approval. Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of all product information, including codes, age 
references and measurements, and are correct to the best of our knowledge, at the time of going to print.
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Rush Hour

The classic traffic jam logic game. Escape: That‘s your goal. Rush Hour is the premier sliding 
block game which challenges beginners and experts alike. Rush Hour has 40 challenge 
cards, which depict various gridlock scenarios to set up your traffic jam to.  

76436

8 Years 1+ 22.54 x 6.35 
x 20.32 cm        

58 15.6 x 14 
x 2.1 cm

Laser Maze™ 

Beam-Bending Logic Maze Game

The challenges and laser make the hugely popular Laser Maze Game fun. The fact that it’s 
a logic maze game that teaches STEM skills makes it a perfect game for anyone. Laser Maze 
requires you to use mirrors, beam-splitters, a little science and brainpower to direct the laser 
through a series of mind-challenging mazes and light up the target. This award-winning 
maze game is designed for solo play, but it’s so much fun everyone in the family will want 
a turn. 

76340

8 Years 1+ 27.94 x 6.35 
x 24.13 cm           

72 18 x 18 
x 2 cm

Gravity Maze® 

Falling Marble Logic Maze Game

It’s a maze game. It’s a marble game. Actually, it’s a gravity-powered logic maze game that 
builds reasoning skills and visual perception. The best part is – it’s fun to play and learn! Use 
the challenge cards to strategically place towers and create a path for your marble to reach 
the target. With 60 challenges to test your skills, this fun maze game is definitely a marble 
run for brainiacs! 

76433

8 Years 1+ 24.13 x 7.62 
x 26.67 cm            

75 17 x 17 
x 2.7 cm

®
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Circuit Maze™ 

Electric Current Logic Game

Ignite your logic and sequential reasoning skills with Circuit Maze! Your goal is to arrange 
the tokens to create a real circuit that lights up the different coloured Beacons. These clever 
circuit-building puzzles provide a boost of brainpower and a wonderful introduction to 
electrical engineering. With 60 challenges ranging in difficulty from beginner to expert, this 
logic game will provide engineers of all levels with hours of electrifying fun. 

44001008

8 Years 1+ 27.94 x 6.35 
x 24.13 cm           

83 18 x 18 
x 1.8 cm

Rush Hour Junior

Younger players can experience the fun and challenge of the award-winning Rush Hour 
game in this exciting junior version! Help! The ice cream truck is stuck in traffic. Just like 
the classic Rush Hour game, you shift the blocking cars, trucks and buses in their lanes - up 
and down, left and right until the path is clear for the ice-cream truck to escape.   

76437

5 Years 1+ 22.54 x 6.35 
x 20.32 cm            

58 15.6 x 14 
x 1.9 cm

My First Rush Hour

My First Rush Hour is one of ThinkFun‘s most fun new stem toys for boys and girls. It‘s a 
fun match and go maze logic game that comes with 30 challenges of increasing difficulty,  
from easy to hard, and is one of the best gifts you can buy for kids who like smart games 
and a challenge.   

76411

3 Years 1+ 23.5 x 23.5 x 
6.5 cm             

24 22.86 x 19.05 
x --- cm

MATCH & GO MAZE GAMEMATCH & GO MAZE GAME

Domino Maze™ 

Chain Reaction Logic Puzzle

Domino Maze creates all the thrills if a classic domino run with an added twist—it’s also 
a brilliant logic puzzle. Put your reasoning skills to the test as you navigate your way 
through pivots, around blockers, and up and down stairs! Boost your critical thinking skills 
with 60 dynamic challenges and take the domino effect to the next level. 

76373

8 Years 1+ 94

27.5 x 25.4 
x 6 cm            

27.5 x 25.4 
x 6 cm
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Cat Crimes

Who’s to Blame Logic Game

Tangled yarn and a missing bird…which of the six furry fiends was responsible for each Cat 
Crime? With a little problem solving you’ll be able to use paw prints, toy placement and other 
clues to figure out exactly where each Cat was sitting at the time of the crime.

44001550

8 Years 1+ 15.9 x 23.5 
x 4.5 cm            

53 13 x 20 
x 0.3 cm

Roller Coaster Challenge 

In this thrilling engineering challenge, players get to build their very own roller coasters. 
Start by choosing a challenge card and setting up the pieces to match. Then, players use the 
remaining pieces to build a working roller coaster that meets the build conditions on their 
challenge card. Roller Coaster Challenge incorporates elements of a logic puzzle, while also 
allowing for the creativity that stems from free-form building. Once you have solved each 
challenge, you get to watch a real coaster car glide down the track, complete with dips, 
curves, and loops!

44001046

6 Years 1+ 29.21 x 8.26 
x 27.94 cm       

119 25.6 x 25.6 
x 1.9 cm

Dog Crimes 

Who’s to Blame Logic Game

Dog Crimes is the follow-up to our top-selling deductive reasoning game, Cat Crimes. A stand-
alone game, Dog Crimes features an all-new cast of characters – and 40 all new mysteries 
to solve. Each of the 40 challenge cards presents a canine crime and a series of clues to help 
you identify the culprit. The six dog suspects feature distinctive characteristics and traits, and 
the gameboard supplies additional supporting evidence to help you solve the crimes. It’s the 
perfect game for dog lovers, and anyone who loves a good mystery!

44001552

8 Years 1+ 15.9 x 23.5 
x 4.5 cm             

53 15.9 x 23.5 
x 4.5 cm

Zingo - Bingo Game 

It’s not just bingo. It’s Zingo!, a matching game that encourages pre-readers and early readers 
alike to match the pictures and words to their challenge cards. The Zingo! Zinger dispenses 
tiles and fun as young minds quickly race to be the first player with a full card and yell 
“ZINGO!” With two levels of play, this matching game builds language skills through fast-
paced play. And it happens to be our top selling junior game.

44007700

3 Years 1+ 20.96 x 8.89 
x 26.04 cm         

80 12.6 x 15.2 x 
2.3 cm

Roller Coastasterer ChChaChallllllellengenge
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Block Chain™ Robots

Linked Brainteasers

Unlock your imagination with Block Chain™! Each set of unique brainteasers includes 3 
different types of puzzles, with 3 distinct levels of play. Block Chain cubes can be expanded 
and rearranged to form lots of different face combinations – can you discover the correct 
solution? The three puzzles in each set are thematically linked and feature fun, original 
artwork. Collect them all! 

76425

4 005556 764259 8 Years 1+ 29.21 x 11.43 
x 7.62 cm            

3 29.21 x 11.43 
x 7.62 cm

Linked Brainteasers

Linked Brainteasers

�

Block Chain™ Unicorns

Linked Brainteasers

Unlock your imagination with Block Chain™! Each set of unique brainteasers includes 3 
different types of puzzles, with 3 distinct levels of play. Block Chain cubes can be expanded 
and rearranged to form lots of different face combinations – can you discover the correct 
solution? The three puzzles in each set are thematically linked and feature fun, original 
artwork. Collect them all! 

76426

4 005556 764266 8 Years 1+ 29.21 x 11.43 
x 7.62 cm            

3 29.21 x 11.43 
x 7.62 cm

Linked Brainteasers

Linked Brainteasers

�

Block Chain™ Pirates

Linked Brainteasers

Unlock your imagination with Block Chain™! Each set of unique brainteasers includes 3 
different types of puzzles, with 3 distinct levels of play. Block Chain cubes can be expanded 
and rearranged to form lots of different face combinations – can you discover the correct 
solution? The three puzzles in each set are thematically linked and feature fun, original 
artwork. Collect them all! 

76424

4 005556 764242 8 Years 1+ 29.21 x 11.43 
x 7.62 cm            

3 29.21 x 11.43 
x 7.62 cm

�

Linked Brainteasers

Linked Brainteasers

Minecraft Magnetic Travel Puzzle

A mind-bending game of deductive reasoning

The ender dragon is trying to prevent you from traveling through the worlds of Minecraft by 
placing 40 increasingly difficult challenges in your path. Solve the challenges and advance on 
your journey, using your most powerful weapon—YOUR BRAIN! 

44031521

8 Years 1+

26 x 15.1 
x 1.7 cm             

10 26 x 15.1 
x 1.7 cm 
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Prime Climb

Easy to learn, and endlessly replayable, thanks to dynamic mix of strategy and luck. Learn 
and master plication, division, factorization, and prime number concepts by combining 
colours. Ideal for family board game night or for classroom/homeschool/after school clubs! 
Best for 2-4 players.

76429

4 005556 764297 10 Years 2 to 4 26.5 x 26.5 
x 8.3 cm             

Math Dice® Jr.

A Dice Game that Makes Math Fun!

Math Dice Jr. is the perfect dice game to introduce or reinforce early math skills to young 
mathematician. Roll the 12-sided Target Die to get your target number, then roll the five 
6-sided Scoring Dice. Add, subtract, or add and subtract – use whatever equation you need to 
hit your target number. For every Scoring Die used, move one space on the Scoring Track. First 
to the finish line wins! Math Dice Jr. makes math fun! 

44001515

6 Years 2+ 27.5 x 25.4 
x 6 cm            

9 7.9 x 7.9 
x 7.9 cm

My First Math Dice®

Turns Simple Math Into A Fun Game

Chunky dice and colorful counter chips help build pre-Kindergarten math confidence. Play is 
quick and teaches number sense & focus. 

44001506

3 Years 2+ 17.8 x 4.3 
x 15 cm 

35 17.8 x 4.3 
x 15 cm 
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Escape the Room – Secret of Dr. Gravely‘s Retreat

A Party Event for Gatherings of 3 to 8

The year is 1913 and you are the lucky winner of a free stay at Foxcrest Retreat, where the 
famed Dr. Gravely has improved upon the latest in spa treatments and relaxation for those 
of high social standing. Upon your arrival, you and your fellow guests may find the “health 
retreat” is not what it seems... Work with your guests to discover the dark secret of Dr. 
Gravely’s retreat by finding clues and solving puzzles. But be careful…in the story, the doors 
have shut and locked behind you. Will you and your guests discover the secret and escape the 
room before time runs out? 

44007352

13 Years 3+ 20 x 5.08 
x 26.04 cm             

11 18.7 x 23.7 
x 2 cm

Escape the Room – Mystery at the Stargazer’s Manor

A Party Event for Gatherings of 3 to 8

It’s 1869 and the town’s well-respected astronomer has not been seen since the untimely 
passing of his wife. Recently, strange things have been happening at his manor – loud and 
unfamiliar noises, an unpleasant smell, and smoke billowing from the observatory. It’s up 
to you and your guests to solve the mystery at the Stargazer’s Manor! The Objective:  Spend 
an evening working with your guests to solve puzzles, unlock hidden clues, and unravel the 
mystery of the Stargazer’s Manor. Will you and your guests be able to solve the mystery and 
save the astronomer before time runs out?  

44007351

10 Years 3+ 20 x 5.08 
x 26.04 cm             

13 23 x 19.7 
x 2 cm

Cold Case: A Story to Die For 

In 1988, Andy Bailey, a 23-year-old investigative reporter, was found shot to death in 
the small town of Camdale, England. Despite their best efforts, the police never found his 
murderer. In Cold Case: A Story to Die For™, YOU investigate the cold case of Andy Bailey and 
attempt to solve the crime.

In the Cold Case™ series, you have been summoned to investigate the unsolved cases of 
victims murdered decades ago, piecing together the details that the police could never find. 
Inside the box, you will find realistic materials pertaining to the crime, and a complex story 
containing everything you need to crack the case. Follow the clues and submit your answers 
online to finally bring the killers to justice. 

76444

14 Years 1 to 4 30.48 x 24.2 
x 2.55 cm             

7+ 30.48 x 24.2 
x 2.55 cm

Astory todie for

Cold Case: A Pinch of Murder

In 1983, Harold Green, a sweet old man adored in his community, planned to attend his 
church’s annual summer fair in Melmbury, England. When he never showed up, a casual 
search led to the discovery of his dead body. The murder was never solved. Now, YOU 
investigate the death of Harold Green and attempt to solve the crime. Inside the box, you will 
find realistic documents pertaining to the crime, containing everything you need to crack the 
case. Examine the clues, piece together the evidence, and solve the murder! Then submit your 
answer online to see if you are correct and have finally brought 
Melmbury the justice it deserves!

76445

14 Years 1 to 4 30.48 x 24.2 
x 2.55 cm    

7+ 30.48 x 24.2 
x 2.55 cm

Astory todie for



“Encourage discovery  
of what really matters.”

For more information: 
www.ravensburger-responsibility.com 

Sustainability is an integrated part of our culture.  
We take measures for a healthy climate and  
sustained resources. We care about lifelong  
education, and how we treat each other and  

the people around us. 

We are proud of this mission, but it only makes 
sense in a healthy and safe environment: a planet 
to nurture us, a society to sustain us and progress 
to give everyone a future worth living.  
We must act to make it happen.



Head of Sales
Derek Scott

Tel: 01869 363 816
derek.scott@ravensburger.com

General Sales
Tel: +44 (0) 1869 363800
sales@ravensburger.com

Scotland
Carl Vernum

Tel: 07384 540490
Carl.Vernum@Ravensburger.com

Northern Ireland and 
Isle of Man
Liam McCabe

Tel: +353 86 023 0233
liam.mmsales@gmail.com

Wales & South West England
Rob Dyer

Tel: 07841 689 130
Rob.Dyer@ravensburger.com

Southern Ireland
Liam McCabe

Tel: +353 86 023 0233
liam.mmsales@gmail.com

Senior National 
Account Manager
Stuart Emerson
Tel: 07884 441 017
stuart.emerson@ravensburger.com

National 
Account Manager
Cathy Ling
Tel: 07827 813 832
Cathy.Ling@ravensburger.com

National 
Account Manager
Giuseppe Insogna 
Tel: 07741 568 654
Giuseppe.Insogna
@Ravensburger.com

Northern Counties
Kate Knight
Tel: 07968 792 124
k8knight@btinternet.com

Midlands & North
Carl Vernum
Tel: 07384 540490
Carl.Vernum@
ravensburger.com

Ravensburger
Contact Details
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South East England
Leon Keys
Tel: 07939 206 028
leon@ljksales.co.uk

James Keys
Tel: 07545 182664
james@ljksales.co.uk

Eastern Counties 
and Channel Islands
Matt Martin
Tel: 07505 566 214
matt@mmsales.co.uk

243



Ravensburger 
Units 3-5
Avonbury Business Park
Howes Lane
Bicester
Oxfordshire
OX26 2UA

Tel: +44 (0) 1869 363800
Email: sales@ravensburger.com

www.ravensburger.co.uk 92175
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